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Postmodernism’s challenge to the possibility of a rational foundation for
and guidance of our political lives has provoked a searching reexamination of the works of past political philosophers. The reexamination
seeks to recover the ancient or classical grounding for civic reason and
to clarify the strengths and weaknesses of modern philosophic rationalism. The series responds to this ferment by making available outstanding
new scholarship in the history of political philosophy, scholarship that is
inspired by the rediscovery of the diverse rhetorical strategies employed
by political philosophers. The series features interpretive studies attentive
to historical context and language, and to the ways in which censorship and didactic concern impelled prudent thinkers, in widely diverse
cultural conditions, to employ manifold strategies of writing—strategies
that allowed them to aim at different audiences with various degrees
of openness to unconventional thinking. Recovering Political Philosophy
emphasizes the close reading of ancient, medieval, early modern, and
late modern works that illuminate the human condition by attempting
to answer its deepest, enduring questions, and that have (in the modern
periods) laid the foundations for contemporary political, social, and economic life. The editors encourage manuscripts from both established and
emerging scholars who focus on the careful study of texts, either through
analysis of a single work or through thematic study of a problem or question in a number of works.
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NOTE FROM THE SERIES EDITORS

P

algrave’s Recovering Political Philosophy series was founded with an eye
to postmodernism’s challenge to the possibility of a rational foundation for and guidance of our political lives. This invigorating challenge
has provoked a searching reexamination of classic texts, not only of political philosophers, but also of poets, artists, theologians, scientists, and
other thinkers who may not be regarded conventionally as political theorists. The series publishes studies that endeavor to take up this reexamination and thereby help to recover the classical grounding for civic reason,
as well as studies that clarify the strengths and the weaknesses of modern
philosophic rationalism. The interpretative studies in the series are particularly attentive to historical context and language, and to the ways in
which both censorial persecution and didactic concerns have impelled
prudent thinkers, in widely diverse cultural conditions, to employ
manifold strategies of writing—strategies that allowed them to aim at
different audiences with various degrees of openness to unconventional
thinking. The series offers close readings of ancient, medieval, early
modern, and late modern works that illuminate the human condition
by attempting to answer its deepest, enduring questions, and that have
(in the modern periods) laid the foundations for contemporary political,
social, and economic life.
Recent works on De Rerum Natura have focused on the significant effect
that the recovery of Lucretius’s poem had upon modern Enlightenment
thinkers. John Colman examines instead the poem in the light of the
poet’s own intention, in the poet’s original context. Colman highlights
Lucretius’s claim to be the first to write a genuinely philosophic poem
and to find thereby a place for philosophy in Rome. Colman thus illuminates the enormous cultural problem that Lucretius confronted and
attempted to solve or to mitigate by his poetic presentation of science:
Rome and its culture was hostile to philosophy and philosophic science. But why? At the center of Lucretius’s presentation of his materialist
physics,—Colman shows—is a teaching on the deep psychological reasons

x
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for this hostility, combined with an attempt to diminish the hostility
and its sources. Lucretius focuses on the question of what the discovery
of nature and natural necessity means for the status and significance of
human freedom and of political life in its passionate attachment to freedom. The Lucretian philosophic study of humanity’s fear of death, and
erotic response to that fear, reveals the character of the gulf that separates the philosophic life from the life moved by political ambition and
civic attachments. Lucretius’s conception of the philosophic life, in its
relation to civic culture, distinguishes his understanding profoundly—
Colman concludes—from the much more politically and technologically
ambitious or hopeful project of Lucretius’s modern appropriators.
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